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I. SUMMARY AND OBJECTIVES OF THE WHITE PAPER

The original goal of the pilot phase of Peace ReWire (under the title “Rewiring the Brain for Peace: Bridging Neuroscience, Spirituality, and Peacebuilding”) was to illuminate how neuroscience research related to spirituality could inform work in peacebuilding and social change. More specifically, our foundational question asked how spiritual dimensions of human life influence individual and collective behaviors, and how they can help rewire the brain for peace.

Our project mobilizes an extraordinary community of top-level scientists, spiritual leaders, peacebuilding practitioners, and social change leaders from all over the world. We spent two years of rigorous transdisciplinary brainstorming and analyzing a vast body of existing research at the intersection of neuroscience, spirituality, and peacebuilding. This paper presents the consolidated results of these exchanges around seven key hypotheses. These hypotheses are organized gradually, moving from the more scientifically-documented in neuroscience to the more speculative. Key references are provided for each hypothesis based on our literature review.

This white paper is to be read in parallel with the interactive literature mapping accessible on the Peace ReWire website and other elements of our research program that were developed since then.

II. INTRODUCTION

2.1. Project Summary

As forces of hate, separation, and polarization surge around the world, we are offering a different path and a new hope for peace. Peace ReWire combines the power of neuroscience, spiritual and contemplative practices, and peacebuilding to catalyze “inner peace,” and spark broad-scale social transformation. We research the role that spiritual practices, rituals and values play both within the individual brain, and between large numbers of individuals – in short, the alchemy of peace.

To be sustainable, peace needs to go beyond a superficial shift in attitudes or belief systems. The plasticity of the human brain holds the promise of a deeper personal transformation, by allowing new associations to be formed between internal states and action and changes in the environment. This transformation can be achieved by harnessing the power of deeply held spiritual and cultural practices that effectively help transform anger, fear, and separation, choose compassion, and make conscious change for peace.
Peace ReWire is developing the research to back up that promise, and translating the knowledge to inspire and support individuals and communities around the world in undertaking a journey of inner and group transformation.

2.2. General objectives of the brainstorming phase of the project (2016-2017)

Mapping and bridging our understanding of the subfield at the intersection of neuroscience, spirituality, and peacebuilding

Within the different disciplines that study the brain, researchers have been exploring the interaction between contemplative practices (in particular mindfulness and other forms of meditation, yoga, and breathing techniques) and the human brain's plasticity. This project was seeking to expand upon the existing research and to explore:

a. How a much wider diversity of spiritual rituals, experiences, and values present in different cultures around the world affects brain processes;

b. How, and under which circumstances, these processes can contribute to the transformation of behaviors, attitudes, and relationships to prevent violence and restore peace after conflict, bridging into the peacebuilding field.

Helping identify actionable questions that can be further explored and researched through neuroscience and experimental psychology

The long-term objective is to learn from existing practices around the world, across cultures and belief systems, i.e. research how different types of spiritual rituals and values are actually employed, their impact on the human brain, and how they can, in turn, contribute to peacebuilding. The mid-term sub-objectives were:

a. Develop a set of concrete case studies;

b. Start documenting spiritual rituals and values as they relate to peacebuilding and bring a new way of measuring their impact, beyond usual common sense and assumptions, so that they can be considered more seriously as valid methods of intervention (to convince researchers, practitioners, and donors);

c. Improve peacebuilding practices and develop methodologies to approach / incorporate such rituals and values into the work;

d. Develop a long-term research agenda.
2.3. Overview of our research agenda moving forward

- Leadership of a new subfield, with the engagement of a new generation of neuroscientists;
- Substantial expansion of the literature database and interactive map (with additional functions on the map to make this tool even more interactive);
- Funding of research projects in new areas, including:
  - The neural basis for the development of core values, the behavioral consequences following disruption of those values in the face of violence and adversity, and the potential means to restore, or rewire, healthy core value brain circuits through cultural and spiritual practices;
  - The neural processes of compassion and how its deliberate practice works in high-stress or high-adversity situations to help transform the traditional dilemma of in-group/out-group dynamics; help ordinary citizens; overcome feeling emotionally overwhelmed and prevent negative reactions; and help prevent burnout for peacebuilders and activists working on the frontline of violence;
  - The specific neural or cognitive mechanisms associated with ritualized experiences that support either the dissolution, or the reinforcement, of “us vs. them” thinking (inter-group antagonisms).
- Ongoing documentation of a wide range of practices from around the world, analyzing their components, and mobilizing high-level multidisciplinary research teams to better understand the potential of these practices to rewire the brain for peace (online database of world practices);
- Ongoing engagement with the research community to develop new research avenues and encourage more field research in diverse cultural settings.

III. FRAMING DEFINITIONS

Spirituality

In this project, our focus on spirituality more broadly, rather than religion specifically, reflects our intention to broaden traditional perspectives by presenting findings and drawing lessons that transcend particular religious groups and are relevant to a much wider audience. We also intend to call attention to the common spiritual elements found across different religious traditions, using them as a potential unifying starting point for
building better relations among potentially conflicting groups. We address spirituality (and consciousness) as it transcends the normal parameters of organized religion, suggesting a less bounded and, at times, more far-reaching scope of human involvement and human experience. In many cases, it is about humans searching for meaning and purpose, and in particular, striving to redefine broad principles and moral beliefs during periods of transition.

Much debate surrounds the definition of both spirituality and religion. At times, these terms are used interchangeably. Some see religion as a manifestation of one’s spirituality, yet a person can be spiritual without being religious. A person can also be outwardly “religious” in following certain rituals and other practices, and yet not focus on the underlying principles of spirituality. Generally, spirituality is used as a broader term, encompassing religion for some, but able to stand alone for others without attachment to a particular faith group or set of religious beliefs. We acknowledge that spirituality is part of wider cultural systems that mediate both the violence and its impact, as well as community resilience during peacebuilding processes. It is a notion that is inherently heterogeneous, encompassing moving realities conceived in different meaning systems (i.e. cultures).

While we do not attempt to arrive at a consensual definition of spirituality, a few definitions may help us understand to what we are referring. As defined by Zinnbauer and Pargament, spirituality involves a search for the sacred, often occurring outside of traditional religious contexts. Moral behavior is very likely part of that search, but the search is often broader, including, for example, artistic endeavors, philosophic reading, and community involvement.

In a medical context, Murray and Zentner have defined spirituality as:

... a quality that goes beyond religious affiliation, that strives for inspiration, reverence, awe, meaning and purpose, even in those who do not believe in God. The spiritual dimension tries to be in harmony with the universe, strives for answers about the infinite, and comes essentially into focus in times of

---

3 B Pouligny, “Resilience, Trauma and Violence, Flagship Study on Societal Dynamics and Fragility” (World Bank, 2010).
emotional stress, physical (and mental) illness, loss, bereavement and death.\(^5\)

Kaiser has defined spirituality as referring to a broad set of principles that transcend all religions. Spirituality is about the relationship between ourselves and something larger. That something can be the good of the community or the people who are served by your agency or school or with energies greater than ourselves. Spirituality means being in the right relationship with all that is. It is a stance of harmlessness toward all living beings and an understanding of their mutual interdependence (emphasis added).\(^6\)

A sense of transcendence is generally associated with the notion of spirituality. For Peterson and Seligman, spirituality refers to the idea that one’s life fits within a larger cosmic order or purpose.\(^7\)

This project also embraces a broad conception of contemplative practices, taking into account the forms they take across distinct traditions and cultures. These practices may include meditation, prayer, still and silent practices, time spent in nature, contemplative arts and movements, rituals, and ceremonies—all rooted in different religious or cultural traditions around the world. Our research also looks at practices that support reflection and engagement in a social context; in other words, the articulation of contemplative practices in promoting social justice.

**Rituals**

Ritual typically refers to a stereotyped and generally invariantly prescribed sequenced pattern of behaviors that are designed to send a message to the other participant(s). All participants in the rituals have a general understanding of what they are doing, even if they don’t always understand its deeper meaning (hence the variety of scripted, ceremonial and symbolic activities that happen in a certain sequence).\(^8\)

In rituals, there is a sense of predictability in what is happening; people can then

---


communicate with each other their intention more clearly and start building trust. Through the ritual, people learn how to build trust in their group. Rituals can be considered to lie on a spectrum: on one side of the spectrum, behaviors are becoming more focused and more predictable, which means that they are becoming more ritualized; on the other side, there is more spontaneity in the behaviors.

When looking at spiritual rituals, we want to look at stereotyped and sequenced patterns of behaviors that are common across religious traditions—even outside of specific traditions—and involve a search for sacredness as well as a sense of transcendence in the relationship with others and something larger. These elements could refer or lead to a broader purpose for the individual(s) concerned.

Values and Social-Emotional Intelligence

In sociology, values are considered as important and lasting beliefs or ideals shared by the members of a culture about what is good or bad and desirable or undesirable. At the individual level, we tend to see values as internalized social representations or moral beliefs that people appeal to as the ultimate rationale for their behaviors and actions. In other words, they are judgments about how important something is to the individual, priorities used to direct behavior and make choices.

Advances in cognitive science provide a more empirically grounded notion of the nature of values. They are mental processes that combine cognitive representations such as concepts, goals, and belief systems, with emotional attitudes that have positive or negative connotation. These operate in very concrete ways and can be studied as patterns of firing in populations of neurons. From this perspective, values are neural processes resulting from binding cognitive representations of concepts and beliefs together with emotions, that have major influence on a person’s behavior, attitude, and serve as a guideline in their decision-making process.

Neuroscience therefore confirms the idea that these values are embodied and translate into a living practice and daily actions. These values connect with social and emotional intelligence, which is the ability to set and achieve goals, to tame our emotions, to delay gratification. These are skills that have to be built (unnaturally) and reinforced with modeling and practice.

Bringing spirituality into the mix, the project hypothesizes that there may be core values, commonly held by all human beings, across traditions, religions and cultures (for instance benevolence, compassion, etc.). These rely on a sense of transcendence in the relationship with others and something larger than oneself. We are asking how these values might contribute to rewiring the brain for peace, and how far this can be actively nurtured,
including in the most adverse circumstances.

**Peacebuilding**

Peacebuilding is not a consensual term, either. In this project, we understand the concept of peacebuilding as a comprehensive one “that encompasses, generates, and sustains the full array of processes, approaches, and stages needed to transform conflict toward more sustainable, peaceful relationships. Metaphorically, peace is seen not merely as a stage in time or a condition. It is a dynamic social construct.” This definition is from John Paul Lederach, a leading scholar in the field of peace studies. He also speaks of peacebuilding as “conflict transformation,” a term that signifies an ongoing, holistic and multi-faceted process of change from negative to positive relations, behavior, attitudes and structures.

**Peace as an ecological process that is culturally and spiritually embedded**

To be sustainable, peace needs to go beyond a superficial shift in attitudes or belief systems. The plasticity of the human brain enables this deeper personal transformation, by allowing new associations to be formed between internal states, action and changes in the environment. This process needs to be understood in an embodied cognitive science that approaches the brain holistically, understanding any behavior as part of a network comprised of three elements: the nervous system, the body, and its environment (society, culture, nature).

**Trauma and Trauma Healing in Peacebuilding Contexts**

Trauma healing is specifically addressed in this project as one crucial component of any peacebuilding process. The National Center for Trauma Informed Care (NCTIC) of the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) defines trauma as follows:

Individual trauma results from an event, series of events, or set of circumstances that is experienced by an individual as physically or emotionally harmful or life threatening and that has lasting adverse effects on the individual’s functioning and mental, physical, social, emotional, or spiritual well-being.

Following this definition, we understand trauma as being embedded in cultural and ecological systems that mediate the human experience; these meaning systems, in turn, provide resources for coping and making sense of these traumatic experiences. In other words, we approach trauma as grounded in human experience, in a close and dynamic relationship between the psychological aspects of human experience (thoughts, emotions, behaviors), and the wider social experience (relationships, traditions and culture). From this perspective, we acknowledge that trauma can be perceived in a diversity of ways. For
instance, in some contexts, trauma can be experienced as a collective affliction affecting not only the individuals concerned but also the groups to which they belong—and, in some cultures, not only the living but also the dead.

We also acknowledge that traumatic experiences can manifest in individual bodies in both obvious and subtle ways; for some, stressful situations can trigger pronounced and overt symptoms in some people, while others may suffer quietly and not even fully realize the on-going effects of their traumatic experience. There is wide variation in what becomes “overwhelming” or “unbearable” for those who have experienced trauma. As Daniel Levine notes, trauma is not a disease that can broadly diagnosed; it is fundamentally a state of dis-ease, and any form of trauma healing must navigate this on an individual basis.9

Trauma healing can be understood as a way to return people to “functioning” or, more broadly, to full psychosocial well-being (including psychological, social and cultural well-being). Health professionals have long tried to understand spirituality, acknowledging the role that spirituality (as a form of transcendence and connection) plays in patients’ bio-psychosocial well-being.10

Conclusion

By framing our conversation as being about spiritual rituals and values and how they can contribute to Rewiring the Brain for Peace, we highlight the fact that peacebuilding based on spirituality goes beyond limited religious actors or inter-faith dialogues. We also stress the importance of respecting the wide diversity of religious beliefs and practices (or absence thereof). The goal is not to identify one specific set of spiritual practices—such as meditation or yoga—or a specific set of values—such as forgiveness or compassion—as the best avenue for supporting peace. Instead we seek to promote a better understanding of how the wide diversity of spiritual rituals and values that are an integral part of different cultures and communities around the world affect brain processes and how, and under which circumstances, they can contribute to the transformation of behaviors, attitudes and relationships to support peace.

9 For a more complete discussion, see Peter A. Levine, Healing Trauma (Sounds True, 2008).
IV. KEY RESEARCH AVENUES AND HYPOTHESES

Core Hypothesis (Brainstorming phase)

There are spiritual rituals, experiences, and values present in all cultures around the world that: (1) affect emotional and cognitive processes, (2) contribute to transforming behaviors, attitudes, and relationships, and (3) have the potential to facilitate peacebuilding processes.

Sub-hypotheses

Hypothesis #1

Mindful practices and rituals help self-regulate emotions, sculpt cognitive control, and refine explicit attentional and memory processes, thereby facilitating peacebuilding work under high-stress conditions.

Hypothesis #2

Collective rituals act as instruments for social bonding, providing a crucial basis for all dimensions of any peacebuilding process.

Hypothesis #3

Through predictability and safety, group rituals create a space to facilitate peacebuilding processes (including trauma healing).

Hypothesis #4

The transmission, consolidation or transformation of social norms through group rituals can shape human behaviors and promote values that are crucial for peace and the diffusion of violence.

Hypothesis #5

Certain values associated with spirituality can play a vital role in motivating individuals and groups to choose peaceful behaviors, move beyond human divisions, and bypass usual in-group/out-group dynamics.

Hypothesis #6

Certain types of deliberate intentional practices and rituals are essential in supporting the
alignment of individual behaviors and values.

**Hypothesis #7**

The experience of transcendence through spirituality gives individuals access to a wider sense of interconnectedness that goes beyond "self-other" dichotomies and which therefore may support overcoming psychologies that support violence and othering.

---

**Hypothesis #1**

*Mindful practices and rituals help self-regulate emotions, sculpt cognitive control, and refine explicit attentional and memory processes, thereby facilitating peacebuilding work under high-stress conditions*

Peacebuilders (ordinary citizens and professional peacebuilders) who are well-versed in mindful practices and rituals have the potential to show greater control over stress responses, improving their “performance” as peacebuilders.\(^\text{11}\) There is a substantial body of research in psychology and neuroscience that can help support this hypothesis. The key neural structures/networks mostly concerned are: the hippocampal/Prefrontal Cortical Recurrent Networks, the insular/DLPFC/vmPFC/cingulate, the fronto-limbic networks, as well as the amygdala.

1.1. Individual and/or collective rituals can regulate stress-related biological responses through explicit top-down control over limbic networks

**Focusing the mind** – Ritual focuses attention on a chosen particular behavioral or sensory signal at the exclusion of other competing signals.\(^\text{12}\) Generally speaking, by engaging in a rule-governed, predictable, routine-like behavior, one focuses the mind, and trains the mind to remain focused. Recent studies have shown that individuals well-versed in focused attention (i.e. long-term meditators) can volitionally decrease activity in the brain regions associated with mind-wandering and distraction.\(^\text{13}\) Further studies on individuals with high

---

\(^{11}\) This process should be evidenced by neuroendocrine markers, i.e. cortisol, progesterone and all its derivatives/metabolites, Vasopressin/Oxytocin, inflammatory cytokines, etc.


levels of attentional control have demonstrated that long-term focused attention on the present moment produces changes in the brain regions associated with self-awareness, effectively dissociating the concept of self across time and the self in the present.\footnote{14}\footnote{Norman A. S. Farb et al., “Attending to the Present: Mindfulness Meditation Reveals Distinct Neural Modes of Self-Reference,” \textit{Social Cognitive and Affective Neuroscience} 2, no. 4 (2007): 313–22.}


these patterns indicate that the experts possess a superior ability to maintain attentional focus (as indicated by increased ACC activity) while inhibiting detrimental emotional responses (as indicated by significantly reduced response in the posterior cingulate and amygdala). Although not measured in the brain-imaging studies, a reasonable assumption would be that part of the experts’ success is due to their ability to more effectively execute their pre-performance rituals compared to novices.\footnote{18}\footnote{Ibid.}

Psychologists and neuroscientists working with extreme sport performers have anecdotally emphasized this effect, showing how, in desperate situations, individuals can be saved by going back to that ritualized space and focusing on a set of ritualized gestures.
Intention – The act of intention can have a particular impact on focusing the mind. Intention setting is central to any spiritual practice and is equally crucial in any ritualized activity, allowing the mind to focus on specific set of movements, words, or gestures. Again, it is interesting to note that sports coaches emphasize the importance of intention, and explicitly connect it to values (i.e. what do individual performers value the most in their lives, and how they connect a specific performance to that intention), with a strong spiritual component to it. Here we are referring mostly to one’s intention when engaging in a specific ritual. When the ritual has some collective dimensions, that individual intention may interact with the goals and purposes set by the group, which might be explicit or not, and understood differently by each individual (see Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 6 below). Intention in collective rituals thus has a strong emotional component that is linked to social cognition and awareness of the intentions of others.²⁰

Freeing space in the brain – Another effect of rituals is to free important space in the brain. In meditation practices, for instance, recent neuroimaging and EEG studies have shown consistent activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex—both regions critical to working memory and attention.²¹ Furthermore, studies have shown that meditative practices can produce long-term changes in both brain structure and attentional capacities, and that they increase levels of arginine vasopressin (AVP), which has important functions in learning and memory.²²

---

¹⁹ “Thriving Under Adversity.”
As ritualized behaviors help free up working-memory capacity, which can then be allocated for greater inhibitory control, “one would predict that ritual improves performance under conditions of high-stress.” There is evidence supporting this prediction in athletic performance, elite soldiers training, as well as academic performance for children diagnosed with ADHD. In athletic performance, a number of studies have demonstrated that ritual behavior, in the form of pre-performance routine, leads to better performance in a number of different sports. Pre-performance routines serve to eliminate distractions, reduce anxiety and build confidence by focusing attention on a series of well-rehearsed, productive cues, and away from performance-disrupting thoughts.

1.2. Mind-body connections, particularly present in spiritual rituals, reinforce these effects and can act as an essential support to trauma healing processes in peacebuilding contexts

The role of breath – Breath plays an important role in many of the spiritual practices observed across cultures. The breath plays an important role in engaging and regulating the autonomic nervous system. Many practices also involve the body very actively in movement, percussions, chanting, singing, etc. All these types of activities are helpful with the regulation of the nervous system. Recent studies have also shown significant links

---

between the practice of mindful breathing and reductions in anxiety.\textsuperscript{27} Intentional breathing has also been shown to be an effective intervention for depression among war veterans and battered women suffering from PTSD.\textsuperscript{28}

**The mind-body connection** – The importance of the mind-body connection has been particularly highlighted in trauma healing processes.\textsuperscript{29} Within the different disciplines that study the brain, researchers have been exploring the interaction between contemplative practices (in particular mindfulness and other forms of meditation, yoga, and breathing techniques) the effect on memory, emotions, and chronic stress, with demonstrated effect, at times several months or even a year later.\textsuperscript{30} Recent studies have also found that interoception (consciousness awareness of sensations and functions of the body) activates complex neural structures involving the insula, somatomotor and cingulate cortices, and that interoception can be strengthened through contemplative practice.\textsuperscript{31} Studies drawing on clinical observations from Somatic Experiencing Practitioners and their work with PTSD treatments, suggesting that bodily awareness through interoception can engage implicit memory and, by extension, can provide access to traumatic memories stored within the body.\textsuperscript{32}

Among the effects studied are the different ways to increase the activation of the parasympathetic system in the body (rest and digest system), as it is chronically underactivated in individuals who suffer from trauma (in comparison to the sympathetic


\textsuperscript{31} Norman Farb et al., “Interoception, Contemplative Practice, and Health,” *Frontiers in Psychology* 6 (June 9, 2015).

\textsuperscript{32} Abi Blakeslee Kelleher, “Accessing Implicit Memory via Interoception: A Ground Theory Investigation of Somatic Experiencing Practitioners’ First-Person Experiences and Clinical Observations” (PhD Dissertation, Santa Barbara Graduate Institute, 2008).
system, i.e. the fight or flight reaction). A few other studies have started to explore how contemplative practices might help relieve some of the traumatic symptoms, but they have not necessarily explored the role of spirituality beyond considering its function as a placebo. Further study is needed into the role of spirituality as an integral part of therapy and trauma healing. Although these effects can contribute to bring “peace” not only to the individual but to the individual’s interaction with others.

1.3. Group rituals can allow a mix of social interaction and integrative self-reflection that contribute to enhance human cognition

Individual and collective dimensions of ritual – An interesting dimension of the conversation is the dialectic between individual and collective dimensions in rituals in the enhancement of human cognition. Social complexity and working-memory capacity have been directly connected in a study in which it was found that individuals with greater social engagement performed significantly better on tests of cognitive performance including working-memory capacity. In another study, it was found that participants’ performance on tests used to measure wisdom improved significantly when they were allowed social collaboration, followed by integrative reflection (as opposed to just individual reflection). This was true even if the collaboration was entirely internal, that is, conversing with a wise “inner voice” (as is not uncommon in prayer). This is consistent with research showing that social connections are important for healthy brain function; for instance, recent studies have shown that many specialized neural mechanisms have evolved specifically to process social information and that overall cognitive function is impaired by extended social isolation.

This seems to be echoed by psychologists preparing high performers: ritualized group interaction and inner work (including self-awareness) seem to be equally important in rituals (both their impact as well as their formation, perpetuation or dissolution), a balance that is not always fully acknowledged in peacebuilding interventions. This dialectic

39 “Thriving Under Adversity,” and observations sent by Anna Christy (Red Bull High Performance Team / Hacking Creativity) about rituals and high performing talents.
between the individual and collective dimensions of rituals is particularly important in peacebuilding contexts. In many cultures, collective rituals occupy a central place in one’s life. Even individual rituals are not as individual as one might think; if there is a spiritual dimension, the person concerned also approaches it as an interaction (and, in fact, some research has shown that the parts of the brain activated in such circumstances are very similar to the parts of the brain activated in human interactions).  

One concrete experiment, which has not been done yet in contemplative studies, would be to compare individuals meditating by themselves and with others (is their brain activity different when meditating with others, or by themselves, or when they are aware that others are connected with them, for instance in the context of a global meditation day?). One could also compare (through EEG) the same person meditating by themselves vs. with a large group. This could be one dimension of a pilot study the project is hoping to conduct on the experience of the movement Saravadoya in Sri Lanka, where thousands of individuals from different traditions meet to meditate together.

Hypothesis #2

_Collective rituals act as instruments for social bonding, providing a crucial basis for all dimensions of any peacebuilding process_

Very little research has been done on brain functions due to group dynamics. Highly individualized inquiry is at the core of most contemplative studies--however, existing research in psychology and anthropology, as well as anecdotal evidence, lead to the hypothesis that **the protective mechanisms of deliberative practices and rituals can be extended from the individual to the group.**

2.1. Group rituals help facilitate social bonding

Ritual has a deep history of facilitating social bonding. As highly social animals, primates have an extensive range of social rituals designed to build trust, promote group harmony, and reinforce social relations. Ritual’s effectiveness in building social relationships can be traced to two important functions in their case: (1) ritual focuses attention on a particular behavioral or sensory signal at the exclusion of other competing signals, and (2) ritual

41 Rossano, “Ritual Behaviour and the Origins of Modern Cognition.”
inhibits pre-potent defensive responses long enough to allow social emotions and social-bonding mechanisms time to operate. For example, dominant female monkeys use certain vocalizations, grunts and gurneys, when approaching subordinates to signal them of non-threatening intentions, forestalling the subordinate’s natural tendency to flee.43

Looking across a range of traditional societies, three types of social rituals are common when it comes to enhancing in-group social cohesion and building between-group alliances: rituals of trust-building and reconciliation, rituals of initiation, and shamanistic rituals of community and individual healing. Similar rituals are happening in many post-conflict situations and have been reported to support community resilience.44 Social bonding is an important component of what happens in those contexts.

Correlative evidence could be gathered to test the social bonding hypothesis in spiritual rituals: by measuring reactions to social stimuli and see if, after a ritual, participants react more to something that concerns a close relation versus a stranger, so building contrast and building a continuum.

Our hypothesis is that rituals contribute to satisfy the need for belonging and interconnectedness, which can contribute to greater control over the stress response (i.e. off-loading of stress into the group support network). In other words, group rituals can also inhibit pre-potent defensive responses long enough to allow social emotions and social-bonding mechanisms time to operate. A number of studies have demonstrated that social bonding is linked the production of oxytocin and vasopressin, both of which have been linked to the mitigation of stress responses.45 Social-bonding could, in turn, support the development and practice of norms and values favoring peace.46

2.2. Synchronous ritualistic activities can contribute to changing the patterns of social interaction and create out-group social rapport

From an evolutionary standpoint, most rituals are observed within a species or within a group with an understanding of how to communicate with each other; there is a common

44 Pouligny, “Resilience, Trauma and Violence, Flagship Study on Societal Dynamics and Fragility.”
language, common traditions, and everyone understands how the rituals work. But group rituals can also inhibit pre-potent defensive responses (i.e. support self-mastery) long enough to allow social emotions and social-bonding mechanisms time to operate, thereby contributing to a transformation of the patterns and norms of social interaction, at times even allowing the creation of out-group social rapport.

One line of inquiry lies in the relationship between synchronous activity (in particular synchronized movements) and social rapport. Marching in step, chanting, dancing, playing music in unison, singing together and other synchronous ritualistic activities are found in all cultures and often play a crucial role in spiritual rituals. Some experiments have shown that rituals involving synchronous actions are adaptive in increasing rapport between group members, the sense of empathy and perception of similarity among participants, and promoting social cooperative behavior.

Another line of inquiry explores the role of synchronized group movements in creating a sense that individuals are part of a larger social whole. Recent studies have explored the process of ‘identity fusion,’ whereby participants in collective rituals experience a fusing of the personal and social self and, as a result, feel a sense of combined agency and a strong motivation towards pro-group behavior. These studies echo similar findings that group rituals have a tendency to promote cooperation among participants, and that the process of activating mirror neurons through mimicry (an essential act in synchronous group ritual) has long-lasting effects on prosocial behavior after the period of mimicking has

ceased.\textsuperscript{51} In one study involving an elite college rowing team, it was found that synchronous movement and identity fusion can elevate the pain threshold and generate shared euphoric experiences amongst the participants.\textsuperscript{52} Generally speaking, activating mirror neurons contributes to the development of a greater ability to mentalize (understood as the ability to read the mental states of other agents) which, in turn, increases trust and cooperation, two crucial intangible dimensions for peacebuilding.\textsuperscript{53}

It is important to note that synchronous movement and collective ritual not only yield a higher tendency towards prosocial behavior among co-performers, but can also increase prosociality towards non-performers and outgroup members as well.\textsuperscript{54} Research on a fire-walking ritual in a small Spanish village takes this one step further by looking at synchronized arousal between performers and spectators, even in the absence of synchronized action.\textsuperscript{55} Synchronized arousal is here related to empathy (the capacity of an individual to feel what another is feeling) and affective mirroring.\textsuperscript{56} Research in neuroscience has documented empathy by showing highly similar patterns of brain activity present in an observer as in the observed actor who has the first-hand experience of the emotion (in particular if the feeling is pain).\textsuperscript{57} In the fire-walking ritual, raw pulse data revealed striking qualitative similarities during the ritual between the heart rates of fire-walkers and heart rates of relatives and friends, with no apparent similarity to non-related spectators; this finding is confirmed in a similar study conducted on collective Hindu firewalking ritual in Mauritius.\textsuperscript{58} In that case, the results show a synchronization of biological fundamentals, and also suggest that the collective ritual experience was mediated by familiarity. Other studies have also demonstrated empathy as limited to close

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
others and, without active effort, not necessarily available for outgroup individuals.\textsuperscript{59} Finally, empathy is mediated by culture, hence potential variation in intergroup relations.\textsuperscript{60}

For our project, we may want to expand the experiments to other scenarios, in particular to people who are not necessarily strangers, but are in conflict together or have a history together. How much could a ritual contribute to create rapport? And how much could this translate into their attitudes and behaviors?

Another line of study would be to identify and more closely study existing ritual practices in different religious traditions that promote within-group healing and reconciliation, and then study their applicability in broader contexts.

\textbf{Hypothesis #3}

\textit{Through predictability and safety, group rituals create a space to facilitate peacebuilding processes (including trauma healing)}

\textbf{3.1. Rituals provide predictability in terms of familiar forms and roles for the participants, providing a sense of relaxation}

Predictability is an essential feature of the brain. The brain constantly tries to predict the world and minimize cost; so in order to minimize the cost, and in order to save efforts (not having to encode new things all the time, as the brain takes more time and more energy to process something that is new), the healthy brain primarily bases its work on predictability, not reactivity. Therefore, emotions in the brain can be seen as a function of how predictable a situation is.\textsuperscript{61} Indeed, in theory, predictability is relaxing and stress free to the brain (reducing stress hormones such cortisol and epinephrine/norepinephrine).

The idea of predictability is a key characteristic of rituals, even though rituals might fall on a spectrum between predictability and spontaneity. The more predictable behaviors are in a collective setting, the more ritualized they become. The predictable structure and well-defined roles within a ritual allows the brain to relax, allowing the individuals to settle peacefully into themselves as well as the group dynamics. This sense of relaxation enables


\textsuperscript{61} For a short presentation of the argument, see Lisa Feldman Barrett, “The Predictive Brain,” https://www.edge.org/response-detail/26707. See also Barrett’s Lab Interdisciplinary Affective Science Laboratory at Northeastern: \url{http://www.affective-science.org}
a feeling of safety, which can help the brain cope with stressful situations and also allow it to explore new perspectives and ideas, as well as expand some of their moral behaviors, beyond their group limits. For instance, under stress (as measured by cortisol level), people tend to be generous only to the people they already know; there seems to be a correlation between cortisol level and the amount of generosity, or “emotional contagion” (a phenomenon thought to be related to empathy and probably compassion). The hypothesis is that the reduction of stress through a shared ritualized experience could contribute to reversing the impact.

In addition to predictability, rituals can also contain an element of surprise and novelty, which activates the reward center of the brain and allows for new information to be presented within the safe space created by the familiar roles and forms within the ritual. A significant part of the literature in neuroscience and neuropsychology addresses that element of novelty. We know that the brain likes to be efficient in predicting what is going to happen in, or the implications of, a particular situation. However, novelty can also be rewarded, as it generally involves a release of dopamine in the basal ganglia (the reward center of the brain), a neurochemical in the brain that, because it acts as a reward, is important for learning. When we encounter a new situation, especially if it is rewarding or arousing in some way, neurons activate to release dopamine. We know that, over time, those neurons actually activate to predict what is going to happen, so when they see cues in the environment that are predictive of later rewards, those neurons are also activated (much like in the famous Pavlov’s dogs experiment). In a sense, it means that neurons are then also coding for predictability. It also means that one can use surprise and novelty only to a certain point, as the brain can also get used to the proportion of surprise; people change their prediction based on the event. In order to maintain an element of surprise, one really needs to go beyond what individuals are used to.

---

There is a crucial difference in whether the surprise has a positive or negative valence, i.e. whether a positive memory or a threatening, traumatic one, is triggered, something that might prove difficult to anticipate. Generally speaking, a sense of safety (and familiarity) may need to be built first, especially in stressful situations. This means that a balance is probably needed. Once one feels in a safe environment, the human brain has a tendency to explore. However, human beings generally don’t look for new things all the time. The proportion of new things to known things can be crucial. For instance, the Outward Bound Peacebuilding programs take participants in the outdoors in an unfamiliar environment that is physically challenging, with a completely new social group, intentionally creating a level of stress and dissonance. These are moved quickly and effectively from a group to a team via team building, trust and rapport building initiatives. And rituals are used in that context as a tool for creating predictability.

Assessing when greater predictability or greater novelty in ritual activity can promote cooperation or when it might insight conflict is a line of inquiry important in peacebuilding contexts. An important question, in that context, is who is bringing the element of novelty. In peacebuilding contexts, people often report that they are used to foreigners/outsiders doing weird things, so outsiders proposing a ritual, or element of ritual, completely novel, may not necessarily produce the same hit of dopamine if they either analyze it as “outsiders doing their usual things” or keep themselves at a symbolic distance; in both cases, they might not be really engaged in the event.

3.2. Rituals provide a sense of safety that can allow for the suspension of the fight/flight response and can ease the stigma around traumatic experiences

Safety is both a crucial component and a by-product of rituals. Ritualized activities can help build that symbolic safe space for individuals and groups. That sense of safety and trust in the process is important for the brain to be able to process things. For high performers, rituals have been observed as insuring a sense of security, control and consistency that helps people feel safe even when exposed to extreme adverse conditions, including facing the possibility of their own death. Of course, each individual may approach and assess that sense of safety differently; but the hypothesis is that, by assessing different experiences, and looking for those elements comparatively, it might be possible to identify a number of components necessary to ensure that minimum safeness for individuals to

---


65 “Thriving Under Adversity.” And observations sent by Anna Christy (Red Bull High Performance Team / Hacking Creativity) about rituals and high performing talents.
engage and for a transformation to happen.

Initiation rituals in traditional societies can be interesting to observe in that perspective: they can be traumatic and stressful, and often are physically very challenging, as they are meant to support a drastic life transition. But, in many cases, there is a cultural knowledge, which is sacred, that is taken seriously as it can enlighten an individual, change their understanding about who they are and how they relate to others. There is a trust in that knowledge; the teacher (or facilitator) often embodies it. This is what can create enough safety for the individual to fully enter the space, and trust the process.

Being in a safe environment – feeling safe – is a particularly important dimension for individuals suffering from trauma, and an important reason why we want to activate the parasympathetic nervous system. For instance, victims and survivors of torture often live in constant state of danger, with their flight or fight response always on. Being in a group that feels safe can also be important; this is something that could be at play in the case of Alcoholics Anonymous groups, and that also seems to be playing a role in a number of traditional ceremonies studied outside of the Western world.\(^{66}\) The reintroduction of some rituals can contribute to giving the individuals back a sense of control as they find a space when they can feel safe.

In group settings, ceremonies may give individual suffering a space (both symbolic and physical) in the community, so that survivors can come to terms with that feeling of being “lost”,\(^{67}\) a feeling that may be reinforced when they are confronted with forms of healing and medicine that they don’t understand.\(^{68}\) This is sometimes framed as a form of collective acknowledgement and validation of the trauma, as well as of the individual experiences and the narratives attached to them.\(^{69}\) It tells victims and survivors that the community/society values their humanity and recognizes the tragedy of what has occurred. It might be a way to honor them, even at times to allow the survivors and victims’ relatives to engage in a mourning process. This dimension can be particularly important for individuals who may

---

66 “Exploring community and society resilience mechanisms” in Pouligny, “Resilience, Trauma and Violence, Flagship Study on Societal Dynamics and Fragility.”


be stigmatized: rituals acknowledge their suffering and the cleansing component of the rituals support them in gaining community acceptance, prompting in some cases the mobilization of community elders to provide additional protection. The sense of ‘space’ is also constituted by the time spent by healers with patients, including before and after the ceremonies, a sharp contrast with what people may feel about the way they are rushed by modern medicine.  

**Hypothesis #4**

*The transmission, consolidation or transformation of social norms through group rituals can shape human behaviors and promote values that are crucial for peace and the diffusion of violence*

4.1. Rituals play an essential role in the transmission and reinforcement of social norms; they can also support change by contributing to the transformation and ‘refreshing’ of those norms

Rituals play an essential role in the transmission and reinforcement of social norms that shape human behaviors. A whole host of literature on game theory and neuroscience also demonstrates the role of rituals in promoting certain types of social norms. For instance,

---


the Ultimatum Game experiments have provided ample insights into the role of rituals in promoting altruism, social norm violations, generosity, and cooperation. Experiments using the Public Goods Game show similar results with the values of cooperation, sharing, and trust. The neural systems involved are similar in nature to those involved in the emotional self-regulation processes facilitated by rituals (hypothesis #1: Insular/DLPFC/vmPFC/OCF/Cingulate; fronto-limbic networks, amygdala).

At the same time, rituals can also be viewed as a way to create change, to transform (or even re-interpret) norms, perceptions and behaviors. Rituals of reintegation and healing in post-war contexts, for instance, generally include both the re-affirmation of collective rules and their reinterpretation. Stanford’s research on compassion show the possibility of breakthrough moments to support a change that then need to be maintained/sustained through rituals and other practices to allow a durable impact. Harvey Whitehouse’s distinction between doctrinal and imagistic rituals provides an interesting insight into how different types of rituals are, indeed, necessary to support lasting change:

**Doctrinal rituals** occur on a very regular basis and have a routine, a regularity to them; they are meant to transmit information about the group (or community) beliefs, the values that are held dear, and to keep reaffirming them. They can also help introduce new information, which can be easier to integrate by being presented in a ritualized manner as it can bypass the conditioned behaviors. They

---


75 Pouligny, “Resilience, Trauma and Violence, Flagship Study on Societal Dynamics and Fragility.”


can also help give meaning to the ongoing transformations.

Imagistic rituals are much more infrequent and may involve larger gatherings; they involve more dramatic (even climactic), transformative events. They involve more emotion, bringing forth powerful memories and images. Their effects, however, can be short term; and this is where doctrinal rituals come as a necessary supportive complement.

Of course, the role of the ritual in creating a safe space in which change becomes possible is also absolutely crucial here.

4.2. Rituals serve as an important mechanism to convey intentions and create a space for the possibility of mutual understanding

Conveying intention is a central role of a ritual, which is essential in a process of creating change. Among the questions asked are: How can rituals be used to convey peaceful, benevolent or non-threatening intentions? How can non-violent intentions be communicated in a ritualized manner? How can rituals keep supporting an ongoing intention to sustain hope, wellbeing, and compassionate activity?

The sequence of rule-governed behaviors, characteristic of rituals, also helps create a space of mutual understanding among the participants. Studies have shown, for instance, that predictable language patterns create neural coupling between speaker and listener. This language can be verbal but also correspond to ritualized gestures serving as a “common language” that can, under controlled circumstances, facilitate understanding across groups and even cultures. Are there some fundamentals with regard to ritualized gestures? Are there cross-cultural commonalities such as how to share food, how to demonstrate hospitality, etc.? How, in peacebuilding contexts, a common language can be found (and not presumed) is crucial.

Being able to build that mutual understanding around a certain number of rules is also crucial to achieving a certain level of trust that can lead to choosing cooperation instead of

---

78 For an illustration of how ritual participation enhances the social bonds that connect its participants, see Sosis and Ruffle, “Religious Ritual and Cooperation: Testing for a Relationship on Israeli Religious and Secular Kibbutzim.”


confrontation. Humans tend to be a non-conflict species. By cooperating with others, we expend less energy to meet our needs than if we were constantly fighting with others. We therefore tend toward cooperation. However, the circle of others that we are naturally inclined to cooperate with is limited. This circle is limited by trust: if we cooperate with others, we must trust that they will hold up their end of the social arrangement we agreed upon, and that they will share equitably any benefits from our cooperative efforts. Rituals can help support that trust.

4.3. Ritual can serve as a mechanism for diffusing conflict and building peace

From an evolutionary standpoint, rituals have often been used to regulate violence and aggressive encounters within nature. In traditional human societies, rituals have also been used quite extensively as a mechanism for diffusing and regulating conflict situations and situations of competitiveness, as well as to facilitate reconciliation and bring some kind of peace and truth. Douglas Fry’s research on anthropological “peace systems” (clusters of neighboring societies that do not make war with one another) shows, through analyzing a variety of small-scale societies, that virtually every such society has complex and sophisticated rules for avoiding and resolving conflict. Specific rituals are used for regulating conflicts.

Hypothesis #5

Certain values associated with spirituality can play a vital role in motivating individuals and groups to choose peaceful behaviors, move beyond human divisions, and bypass usual in-group/out-group dynamics

5.1. Benevolence, compassion, and forgiveness are powerful values that can motivate a person to choose peace

There are certain spiritual or transcendent values, commonly held by all human beings, across traditions, religions and cultures that can motivate a person to choose peace and directly influence their behavior.

---

81 As quoted from Rossano, NSP Working Group Meeting, November 27 2016
83 Fett et al., “Default Distrust?”
Schwartz has found that **benevolence** (as an inherent desire to do good, and to hold good intentions toward all living beings, including oneself) is a value that has been found present and most endorsed across cultures. In the majority of the literature, however, benevolence as a value has been researched so far through the lens of **compassion** (and, in a more limited way, through loving-kindness), which has been the object of an increasing number of neuroscience studies, mostly focusing on the impact of compassion meditation on emotional and cognitive processes.

Compassion can be understood as a natural sense of concern that arises in us when confronted with another’s suffering and feeling motivated to see that suffering relieved. This definition implies the presence of three elements: a sense of understanding (cognitive empathy); a feeling for / emotional connection with the situation (emotional empathy); and a motivation and driven wish to do something about it. Without empathy, it is impossible to have compassion. Different neuroscientific experiences have started to document the neural processes involved in empathy, as an emotional trait, and more importantly on compassion as a more complex mental process that also includes an active component.

One important dimension of the process -- which echoes what has also been studied in some rituals -- is the perspective taking, which requires “both sharing and understanding the emotional state of others in relation to oneself.” The ability to identify with others is, both with rituals and values, the key to transformation. It is particularly key in reversing the effects of dehumanization / demonization of others.

---


88 This distinction between cognitive and emotional empathy is consistent with the definition by Daniel Goleman. See also Singer and Lamm, “The Social Neuroscience of Empathy.”


The basic theory of change, as highlighted by Geshe Thupten Jinpa, looks as follows.\(^91\)

**Forgiveness** is a value present in many faith traditions.\(^92\) Some communities may choose it as a focus for transformation, as it is the case with the project of the *Fundacion para la Reconciliacion* in Colombia. Father Leonel Gomez defines forgiveness as a choice to give up the urge for retaliation and instead act upon compassion and kindness. Forgiveness has been highlighted as a transformative process in a number of peacebuilding contexts.\(^93\) There is also a growing literature studying the neuroscience of forgiveness.\(^94\) In that context, forgiveness has been mostly conceptualized in terms of an adjustment in emotional memory. But other dimensions could be uncovered, including in terms of cost/benefit analysis in the individual and collective decision process (for instance, the benefit in terms of well-being: moving forward more efficiently and quickly than constantly reliving the event has a value in itself).

---

91 Source: Geshe Thupten Jinpa, International Symposium for Contemplative Studies, San Diego, November 2016. See also Jazaieri et al., “Enhancing Compassion.”


5.2. Some conditions are needed for the values to actually translate into choices that go beyond usual human divisions, including in the most stressful circumstances. These values rely on a sense of transcendence in the relationship with others. When actively nurtured, they can become positive qualities cultivated by individuals and groups, including in the most adverse circumstances. This supposes a number of conditions that are crucial in a peacebuilding environment. Identifying these conditions will require additional experiments and research to complement the limited knowledge we can currently rely on:

**Competition in the decision-making process:**

- Understanding how those values “perform” when emotion and “higher cognition” enter in competition in a decision-making process;  

- Understanding how individuals make choices or resolve conflicts between self-interest and “other-regarding motives,” a process that engages “reward-related brain areas, such as the striatum, and with prefrontal activity implicated in cognitive control, the processing of emotions, and integration of benefits and costs.”  

- Understanding what happens when these values compete with other values deeply held by a community or a group, in particular sacred values; how do individuals and communities reconcile these different values?

On all those points, the hypothesis is that the practice of spiritual values and development of the qualities and skills attached to them can successfully pass these different tests.

**Connecting values, moral qualities and behaviors:**

- Connecting the qualities with behaviors is another crucial test, which means articulating social emotional intelligence and social change;  

- Documenting the capacity to maintain the values under extreme stress and when trauma is triggered (distinction between inactive cognition and interactive cognition). We can learn from sport psychology about how values play a role in increasing human performance under adversity. We hypothesize that spiritual

---
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values motivate and support peacebuilders (understood as individuals who actively make the choice of peace) and allow them to perform better, as peacebuilders, including under adversity through three main mechanisms:

- The clarity of **motivation**, the “why” of their commitment, the “why” of their wanting change (the reward). The point is not to find all the different motivators, but rather one compelling motivation that can serve as one’s personal anchor for action.\(^\text{100}\) This could start by asking the following questions:
  - What is the single most important value that motivates you in your life?
  - What is driving you in your work as a peacebuilder?
  - What is the single value that is the most important for your work as a peacebuilder?

- The clarity of **meaning**: what has heart and meaning for the individual concerned. The mediation of meaning-making is crucial and is generally very highly individualized: how each individual interprets each value they put forward. These values have to do with one’s core identity, and will likely drive that person when she is under extreme stress.

- **Practice and Integrity** in relation to one’s value. There is an element of commitment that is also part of this process. Understanding how peacebuilders develop this can also help us to understand better how the core spiritual values they choose to focus on can serve as a sustainable anchor for their choices and actions, and resist the most challenging circumstances.

**Hypothesis #6**

*Certain types of deliberate intentional practices and rituals are essential in supporting the alignment of individual behaviors and values*

6.1. Moments of shock /revelation / transcendence, as well as imagistic rituals, are crucial in the alignment of behaviors with values

Values do not necessarily correlate with behavior or firmly held beliefs.\(^\text{101}\) For instance, a person may value benevolence and charity as a cultural ideal, but exhibit violent or exclusionary behavior and hold firm beliefs about the rightness of the in-group and otherness of the out-group. This can become entrenched in what is commonly known as “sacred values,” or non-negotiable values that can encourage violent or exclusionary

---


\(^\text{101}\) Schwartz, “An Overview of the Schwartz Theory of Basic Values.”
behavior.\textsuperscript{102}

However, in certain pivotal moments, individuals can realize that their behaviors are not in alignment with their culturally-determined values. To draw on the previous example, the person who values benevolence but exhibits exclusionary behavior may suddenly recognize this disconnection when exposed to a dramatic moment of suffering by an out-group individual. In that powerful moment, the individual may recognize that they are not living according to their values and make the conscious choice to change their behavior. These moments can often be considered as instances of intense shock, transcendence, or revelation. As noted by Wood and Mazur in their research into mindful engagement, nearly all the peacebuilders they interviewed could point to a specific, life-changing moment when their values were challenged and they realized that they wanted to dedicate their lives to social justice.\textsuperscript{103}

These pivotal moments are often crucial in the alignment of behaviors with values in large part because they are infused with intense emotion. The emotional charge of the experience makes the experience particularly memorable, which can help an individual recall their connection with their values in moments of intense stress (see 6.2.). Numerous studies have demonstrated that emotion plays a significant role in the formation of memory;\textsuperscript{104} in one recent study, it was demonstrated that strong emotional states have a prospective quality that can literally “carry over” and enhance memory formation in the future.\textsuperscript{105} The intensity of the emotion in these pivotal moments create indelible memories that can help the individual choose to align their behavior with the values under moments of intense stress (such as choosing peace in times of conflict); however, as we will see in the next section, these memories need to be refreshed and restored through some form of deliberate practice.

6.2. Some form of deliberate practice, devotion, or ritual is necessary to reaffirm these powerful and emotionally-charged memories and maintain the connection between outward behavior and core spiritual values

These pivotal experiences are frequently mentally rehearsed and “reconsolidated,” and maintained through some form of intentional practice, devotion, or ritual. Recent studies

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
have shown that when memories are retrieved they enter into a period of consolidation during which time they are rendered labile, or liable to change; during reconsolidation, new information can be added that will affect the formation of the memory, especially if this updated information is repeatedly introduced across multiple consolidation windows.  

The hypothesis here suggests that through revisiting these pivotal experiences again and again, either through mentally remembering or rehearsing through some form of ritualized activities, individuals can continually refresh and reaffirm their connection with their values.

In this way, rituals (both small, personal doctrinal rituals or large, collective imagistic rituals) can help reinforce the practical role of values, through repeated, intentional practice, also called deliberate practice. Deliberate practice is considered essential to the acquisition of expertise and its extent is directly related to the ultimate level of skill attained. Deliberate practice is a unique form of activity, distinguishable from both work and play, where goal-directed, concentrated effort is expended to improve specific mental and physical skills. Therefore, “if one is to achieve moral expertise, then one must engage in deliberate moral practice.”

Matt Rossano has offered some cues into analyzing the process of such practice:

The elements of deliberate moral practice appear to be present in the rituals and activities of most major religions. Are some of these elements more critical than others? As mentioned previously, it seems that religion’s behavioral proscriptions, rituals of moral review, and meditative practices are especially relevant to developing self-control, empathy, and wisdom, which in turn promote moral behavior. Can these elements be divorced from specifically religious beliefs and still retain their effectiveness? Given that supernatural beliefs are a prime motivator of moral practice, the current model would predict that secularizing moral practice would strip it of its

---


motivational force, thus leaving far fewer willing to expend the required effort to perfect moral skills (unless another equally powerful motivator can be found).\textsuperscript{109}

One of the ways to support values that enshrine cooperation instead of conflict and to elevate them to become the ones you or your group follows (even when conflict may be a more natural option) is to be consistently reminded of them. Religion and spirituality can offer this through \textbf{ritualistic practices}, done on a regular basis (meditation, prayer, ceremonies, etc.). As these practices become part of the daily life, the individuals are being reminded of the values behind these regular practices. Thus, there is a higher chance of these values influencing individuals’ behavior, even in the more stressful circumstances. Because of the practices some people are engaged in, they are better at being virtuous; they develop a \textbf{moral expertise}. They have less of a tendency to let naturally evolved values that could lead to conflict (such as revenge) take over.

It is helpful to think of morality not only in terms of moral dilemmas and reasoning, but as \textbf{a skill}, similar to the way basketball or tennis is a skill. We have to practice these skills to remind our bodies what the right moves are. Similarly, ritualistic practices, which engage self-control and self-monitoring and emphasize empathy over ego-centrism turn us outwards toward others, not inwards. They do not have to be religious practices, but they are practices that contribute to making us more skillful morally: the same way one needs to throw free-throws repeatedly, one must engage in those kinds of practice to help one’s brain and nervous systems to remember what the right moves are to go through life. A chronic access to values facilitates their cognitive activation, supporting value behavior concordance, including for youth.\textsuperscript{110}

The Program for Reconciliation in Colombia (ESPERE) provides a good illustration of that process: intentional deliberate practices as well as rituals are used to create new habits, progressively seeing people changing their narratives in the sense of choosing compassion and kindness (forgiveness) instead of revenge, progressively aligning their choices and behaviors with the value that they have decided to embody.

There are going to be people in a group at different levels of that skill (just like on a basketball team). Other members of the team may not always make the right moves, despite their practice. They should be able to follow what the coach says. This is where we need \textbf{authority figures and role models}, as well as other players to remind them what to

\textsuperscript{110} Michael T. Warren, “Becoming Who They Want to Be: Cross-National and In-Depth Examinations of Value-Behavior Concordance, Mindfulness, and Thriving in Adolescence” (Ph.D., The Claremont Graduate University, 2016).
do when the time comes. One may become overwhelmed with emotions in a particular situation, but one needs to know enough to look at one of these role models. This can also be said about morality and how we react. There may be places where the skill level is not up to the level to avoid conflict. But, hopefully there are authority figures that can be trained to be more adept at modeling those skills and inspiring others, and then train the rest to avoid conflict when faced with adversity.

We know that daily rituals and practices have a practical impact for the individual. **How this translates into larger tribes or groups** is a bigger question. This is where the role of authority figures and role models can be crucial.

**Hypothesis #7**

*The experience of transcendence through spirituality gives individuals access to a wider sense of interconnectedness that goes beyond "self-other" dichotomies and which therefore may support overcoming psychologies that support violence and othering*

7.1. The transcendence of the ego is intrinsically linked to an experience of wider interconnectedness, opening the participants to a spiritual ritual to the possibility of bypassing usual in-group / out-group dynamics

Spiritual rituals introduce a dimension of transcendence of the ego, which is intrinsically linked to an experience of interconnectedness (the sense of being connected with everyone and everything around). Here, spirituality is approached as an experience, beyond any belief system. A scale has been developed in Germany to measure meditation depth that incorporates components such as transcendence of ego in order to measure how “deep” one goes meditatively.  

This element of transcendence can also be found to some of the spiritual values that we referred to: inherent to the notion of compassion, for instance, is that sense of connectedness beyond human divisions. The hypothesis here is that this element of transcendence can allow individuals to bypass usual in-group/out-group dynamics (and potential polarization). If effectively tapped into, through the pairing of spiritual values and rituals, it can become a powerful resource for peacebuilding.

---

7.2. Transcendence is also associated with a sense of hope that supports individual and collective well-being

Hope is a second character strength associated with transcendence. The hope engendered by religious faith may be an important factor in the generally positive association between religion and well-being.\(^{112}\) Here, the sense of hope is also connected to complex individual and collective belief systems that color the action that is taking place.

The most relevant area of literature might be the emerging study on the neuroscience of placebo effects, highlighting the importance of spiritual belief systems as part of the processes that can influence disease related symptoms, physiological signs and other behaviors.\(^{113}\) A recent review of existing research by Tor D. Wager and Lauren Y. Atlas provides a few avenues that could be interesting for us, although it shows there to be a deep complexity (there is not one effect but many, probably involving multiple mechanisms).\(^{114}\) The study provides a framework that includes three types of psychological antecedents that give rise to placebo effects—pre-cognitive associations, conceptual processes (for example, expectancies) and affective or motivational states — with different brain substrates. These antecedents give rise to placebo effects on three kinds of outcomes: disease related symptoms (for example pain), physiological signs and other behaviors. Spiritual belief systems are part of these conceptual processes, and it would therefore be interesting to assess how they might influence placebo mechanisms, and what are the exact mechanisms at stake.

A variation in that line of inquiry would be to understand the influence of having someone experiencing healing in a spiritual context (or belief system) different from theirs. Is spirituality playing a role regardless of which belief system it is associated with? In that case, what is the mechanism associated with that framing?

Another variation would be to study groups of people of different spiritual paths praying or meditating together. What happens there?

---

\(^{112}\) A recent review of existing research is provided in Charles R. Snyder, David R. Sigmon, and David B. Feldman, “Hope for the Sacred and Vice Versa: Positive Goal-Directed Thinking and Religion,” *Psychological Inquiry* 13, no. 3 (July 2002): 234–238.


\(^{114}\) Wager and Atlas, “The Neuroscience of Placebo Effects.”
7.3. Surrender, as a third dimension of transcendence, is a powerful process in increased awareness and trust

The experience of transcendence is associated with an emotional decentering and distancing that comes from a surrender to a higher order or something bigger than oneself. Its by-products generally are an increase in self-awareness, calmness, clarity and trust.

Initial research has been published on the study of the impact of prayer on reducing alcohol craving (a stress response) and also the brain activity that is associated with the physiology of the flight or fight response. One hypothesis to explain that impact is that, during the process of prayer, the individual experiences a sense of surrender in the call for help. The act of going beyond oneself would somehow reduce the fight and flight response. This hypothesis is still fairly speculative at this stage of the neuroscience development; however, recent studies on members of Alcoholics Anonymous allude that surrendering to something greater than oneself is an essential aspect of empowerment and recovery.

Transcendence, in its surrendering dimension, has also been highlighted as helping mitigate the effects of trauma. In a study on families of Cambodian refugees at the Thai Border in the mid-80s, Dr. Richard F. Mollica (Director of the Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma of Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School) highlighted spirituality, along with work and altruism as one of the core elements that helped mitigate the trauma, helping bring the individuals outside of themselves, outside of the anger and the sorrow.

Surrendering to a wider dimension also generally comes with an experience of larger

---


117 In 1988, Richard Mollica and the Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma (HPRT) were commissioned by WHO in 1988 to do a study of internees at Site 2, the largest IDP camp sited on the Thai-Cambodian border. It housed 190,000 refugees, was closed, and work was not allowed. The study lasted for a year and interviewed the heads of 1000 households. Results: 37% of the population sample had PTSD and 68% had depression when screened by validated instruments (HSCL-25 and HTQ). Malnutrition, kwashiorkor, and marasmus were endemic as was suicide with 20 deaths per month. Internees reported that work, altruism and spirituality decreased the prevalence of symptoms and maladaptive behaviors by 50%. The HPRT study was a landmark; it represented the first in-depth public health study of the epidemiology of the psychological wounds of wars. Mollica et al. “Science-based Policy For Psychosocial Interventions in Refugee Camps” in J. Nerv & Mental Dis. (2002) 190(3):158-66, *Harvard Guide to Khmer Mental Health*. ed. Lavelle Harvard University Press 1996 and “The Effect of Trauma and Confinement” JAMA (1993) 270:581-86. See also Richard F. Mollica, *Healing Invisible Wounds: Paths to Hope and Recovery in a Violent World*, 1 edition (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 2008).
meaning making. The experience of transcendence through the spiritual ritual helps give sense to what has happened. When the experience is of collective nature, it can contribute to the adaptation of the larger systems of meaning, contributing to the reinforcement of cultural values that support resilience and a possible shift away from violence as an ongoing dynamic process. Imagining the future (prospection) and conceiving the vision of others (theory of mind) are all used to imagine perspectives and events beyond the immediate environment. This meaning making process is particularly important to address the moral dimensions of trauma healing.

118 Pouligny, “Resilience, Trauma and Violence, Flagship Study on Societal Dynamics and Fragility.”
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